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ABSTRACT
The upcoming 5G networks promise to provide end-to-end network service delivery that spans across
Cloud-Network federated multi-domains while providing monolithic service guarantees. By adopt-
ing a Cloud-Network federated multi-domain approach, heterogeneity raises a number of challenging
Management and Orchestration (MANO) perspectives, especially concerning the need to deal with
SDN controllers of multi-vendor approaches that lack a standard Northbound API. In this work, we
tackle the issue of providing a seamless MANO of SDN Controllers running in Cloud-Network fed-
erated multi-domains. Owing to the weaknesses and limitations of the related works, we propose the
WAN InfrastructureManagerAgnostic (WIMA) that enables a seamless and vendor-agnosticMANO
abstraction to run on top of federated SDN multi-domains. The WIMA provides a common North-
bound API for external triggering, maintains a global topology view of the federation as a whole,
and deals with each SDN Controller directly by deploying an ontology-based scheme for efficient
Northbound API mapping. The effectiveness and performance impact of WIMA was assessed in an
emulated testbed with homogeneous (“Hom”) and heterogeneous (“Het”) multi-domain SDN control-
planes, along with a varying density of active Tenants which simultaneously makes flow stress data
connections during an experimental time of 900 seconds. The obtained results reveal that WIMA’s
MANO abstraction system is able to connect around 52.66% (“Het”) and 86.87% (“Hom”) more end-
to-end data flows across the federated SDNmulti-domains while adding greater agility 52.72% (“Het”)
and 85.27% (“Hom”) than the rival Baseline solution. Thus, the WIMA’s central logic has proven to
be a suitable and feasible means of ensuring theMANO framework’s efficiency atop the multi-domain
SDNControllers within a Cloud-Network federation while optimizing theas well as significantly lower
operation time.

1. Introduction
The upcoming 5G network system promises to make

rapid progress in supporting innovative mobile commu-
nications for Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Commu-
nication (URLLC), massive Machine Type Communica-
tion (mMTC), and enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB)
use cases [1, 2]. The 5G architecture follows a disrup-
tive Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [3] native de-
sign, which enables application-controlled programmability
and network resource manageability in a dynamic, granu-
lar, and scalable fraction. The list of evolutionary 5G net-
work innovative features includes monolithic service deliv-
ery within isolated and quality-guaranteed network infras-
tructures (e.g., network slices [4]), which can span across
multiple network operators inside a federated cloud [5], thus
enabling a Cloud-Network federation system.

Cloud-Network federation gained momentum with the
advent of 5G networks, in which multiple network carrier
domains seek to provide communication services among dif-
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ferent cloud-federated providers [6]. Cloud-Network feder-
ation refers to a set of different cloud and network provider
domains, each formally disconnected and forming distinct
internal structures. These collectively adhere to share re-
sources to provide customers with increased benefits while
reducing the total cost of ownership [7]. Figure 1 provides
an example of a Network-Cloud federated multi-domain sce-
nario.

As can be seen from Figure 1, Cloud-Network federated
providers operate in domains that are geographically dis-
persed and owned by independent organizations committed
to complying with a joint authority working within a multi-
cloud Management and Orchestration (MANO) framework.
Hence, a Cloud-Network federation can be seen as a sin-
gle structure with an expanded domain of resources that al-
lows it to provide a service (through slicing technique, for in-
stance) [8]. The Novel Enablers for Cloud Slicing (NECOS)
project [9] exemplifies this conceptual trend, by enabling
Cloud-Network federated domains to offer end-to-endmulti-
tenant service delivery over high-level isolated and man-
ageable cloud-network slice instances. Our research tack-
les the problem of enabling the common MANO framework
to seamlessly orchestrate multi-domain SDN control-planes
to accomplish the complex task of end-to-end provisioning
networking across the Cloud-Network federation.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a Cloud-Network federated multi-domain scenario

Each network operator tends to follow a single unified
SDN control plane for the MANO of network services and
resources in the underlying domain [10], as Figure 1 illus-
trates. When it joins a Cloud-Network multi-domain feder-
ation, each network operator is naturally accompanied by its
ecosystem capacity and enabling technologies, including its
SDN controller. Each vendor implements SDN Controllers
by adopting specific approaches. For instance, Ryu [11],
ONOS [12], and OpenDaylight [13] stand out as leading so-
lutions for OpenFlow [14] domains, which are differentiated
from each other in terms of interfaces, semantics, data struc-
ture, functionalities, and other critical factors [15]. Apart
from this, it is well-known that operators are very reluctant
to change their ecosystem technologies aggressively (in this
paper, the SDN control plane) to join the federation for a
number of significant reasons. Hence, the task of accelerat-
ing the deployment of end-to-end connectivity atop a Cloud-
Network multi-domain federation is very challenging. The
reason is that heterogeneous SDN controller solutions must
coexist, interwork, and share resources and information with
each other, which adds to the complexity of MANO opera-
tions when adopting a fully cooperative and abstracted ap-
proach [9].

Introducing a MANO solution to exclusively handles
each SDN domain inside the federation is high costly, and
it increases the complexity of responding to the heterogene-
ity discussed earlier. Moreover, providing information and
knowledge about the current networking topology and con-
ditions, in terms of both available resources and controller-
specific capabilities in a global setting, raises a further re-
lated challenge. We believe that when the MANO of multi-
vendor SDN Controllers incorporates different federated
Cloud-Network multi-domains, it must be carried out seam-
lessly by a single abstraction. However, the lack of a stan-
dard Northbound Application Programming Interface (API)
has proved to be the main problem of obtaining a seamless
MANO abstraction [16]. Furthermore, this kind of MANO

abstraction must build and maintain a global knowledge-
based structural topology to enable holistic computing and
decision-making with regard to the SDN as a whole. Thus,
the MANO abstraction will pave the way for an end-to-end
and in-depth knowledge of the current conditions in the en-
tire federated Cloud-Network multi-domain infrastructure.

In this work, we tackle the problem of providing
seamless MANO that can allow multi-vendor SDN Con-
trollers to establish end-to-end network service delivery that
spans the federated Cloud-Network multi-domains. The
proposed solution, called WAN Infrastructure Manager
Agnostic (WIMA), adds a straightforward common MANO
framework on top of the multi-vendor SDN Controllers
that include the different federated Cloud-Network multi-
domains. WIMA is a promising strategy for managing net-
work systems across a wide range of unrelated network and
cloud domains in an integrated, automated, and seamless
fashion. The seamless MANO abstraction that WIMA holds
is invoked through a common Northbound API in a modular
and vendor-independent scheme.

The main research contributions made by this work are
threefold. First, we have investigated existing solutions by
examining the MANO of heterogeneous SDN Controllers
uniformly. Second, we proposed the use of WIMA, which
is designed with MANO functions that can operate seam-
lessly for end-to-end QoS guaranteed connectivity across
multiple (and either homogeneously- or heterogeneously-
structured) domains inside a Cloud-Network federation. Fi-
nally, we have designed a vendor-agnostic Northbound API
to allow that external management applications can trig-
ger WIMA’s seamless MANO functions in a standard way
for enforcing multi-domain SDN Controllers in their spe-
cific Northbound API. A series set of experiments were con-
ducted through a testbed approach to assess the effective-
ness and performance of the WIMA scheme. The perfor-
mance of WIMA was assessed concerning the most signifi-
cant related work (designated as the Baseline); this took the
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E2E Flow Setup Time and E2E Flow Activation impact on
the testbed as key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The ex-
perimental outcomes suggest that WIMA outperformed the
Baseline agent-based rival solution through its ability to pro-
vide enhanced performance rates for the E2E Flow Setup
Time (52.72% in “Het” and 85.27% in “Hom”) and E2E
Flow Activation (52.66% in “Het” and 86.87% in “Hom”)
KPIs, for the Cloud-Network multi-domain federation ho-
mogeneous/heterogeneous testbed settings.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes the related literature in the area. This is
followed by Section 3, which outlines the proposed WIMA
system. The implementation and assessments are examined
in Section 4, along with the discussion of the results. Finally,
Section 5 wraps-up the paper with concluding remarks and
recommendations for future work.

2. Related Work
Our survey on how research endeavors are consolidated

in the literature revealed several SDN Controller orchestra-
tion solutions designed for provisioning a means to visu-
alize underlying network devices graphically. The authors
of [17, 18] introduce solutions that are tailored to display
the layout of the in-topology devices. In [19], the authors
put forward OpenGUFI, a system that provides a Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI) for network topology abstraction,
which only allows the operator to visualize the connections
between mobile clients and wireless access points, along
with the respective flowchart rules. Although they sup-
port the need for a knowledge of topology maintenance,
all these solutions lack control-plane functions that can al-
low the operator to manage and control the underlying in-
topology nodes, which means they are unsuitable for seam-
less MANO.

Another set of previous studies follows an architec-
tural design that relies on third-party technologies to obtain
network operator license acquisitions for activation. The
RUNOS controller [20] is an example of a device that is
based on the Maple Computation algebra software [21],
which is used to optimize applications. Although RUNOS
avoids system overhead by managing processes through
multi-threading, it relies on proprietary protocols and non-
standard Northbound APIs, which increases the complex-
ity of the system and requires the network operator to have
specialized knowledge of third-party technologies. Finally,
RUNOS requires individual triggering for each of the dif-
ferent controllers, which contradicts the concept of seamless
MANO.

In a recent study by [22], the authors made out a case
for allocating aWide-area InfrastructureManager (WIM) in-
stance in an on-demand manner to support softwarized net-
work slicing. The main goal of WIM on-demand is to man-
age connectivity attributes prescribed for full end-to-end net-
work slices in a flexible and adaptable way. In this work,
the authors show how to allocate a different WIM instance
in an on-demand, each dealing with a particular network
slice instance rather than having one for the whole network.

Although they allow different SDN Controllers (WIMs) to
coexist in multi-domains, the WIMs run as independent
instances. Thus, the network operator has to configure
the WIMs in advance following the targeting network slice
and use multiple Northbound APIs for MANO. This strat-
egy makes it a complex task to interoperate with multi-
vendor SDN Controllers, since applications that have been
designed for a particular SDN Controller, cannot be used by
any other. Onix [23], (based on the NOX controller [24]),
IRIS-CoMan [25] (based on the Floodlight controller), Kan-
doo [26] (based on Kandoo controller), DISCO [27] (based
on the Floodlight controller), and HyperFlow [28] (available
as a NOX driver application are examples of these kinds of
solutions).

For our research purposes, the OrchFlow [29] stands out
as the most significant of all the previous related works since
it supports the MANO of multi-vendor SDN Controller sys-
tems that coexist inside domains. The OrchFlow architec-
ture has an agent-based design, which provides a hierarchi-
cal workflow to carry out MANO functions in each intended
domain of the underlying network infrastructure. The Orch-
Flow’s agent-based approach imposes an additional abstrac-
tion layer for each domain, which is meant to interact with
the high-level abstraction in a proprietary way, and then in-
voke each SDN Controller accordingly. Furthermore, Orch-
Flow relies on the third-party Neo4J graph-oriented database
for managing topology state and provisioning interfaces for
external access. As a result, dependency on third-party tech-
nology makes it challenging to implement any additional
features for OrchFlow.

Although the schemes listed in this section offer partic-
ular benefits, some of them cannot be coordinated with the
leading SDN Controllers in the market. Moreover, a few of
them only offer the graphical visualization features of the un-
derlying topology and lack the support of any SDN control
functions. Another set of schemes is dependent on third-
party technologies, which are expensive, rely on proprietary
protocols, and deploy non-standard Northbound APIs, thus
increasing the system’s complexity. Our findings enabled
us to compile a list of the minimum capabilities we believe
are needed to ensure a MANO solution with a capacity for
end-to-end network service delivery over federated multi-
domains entailing multi-vendor SDN Controllers:

• R1: provides knowledge and information about a
global topology view, including that of all the feder-
ated domains and respective SDN Controller systems;

• R2: enables mechanisms to compute QoS-guaranteed
end-to-end paths across the federated domains;

• R3: designs an architecture-independent on third-
party technologies;

• R4: offers a standard Northbound API for external
applications to request an end-to-end network service
application setup;
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• R5: provisions mechanisms tailored to enable seam-
less MANO functions on top of multi-vendor SDN
Controllers.

Table 1 makes a comparison between the related work
discussed in this section and the WIMA proposal, with re-
gard to the list of requirements outlined above, to distin-
guish those that provide seamless MANO support over fed-
erated multi-domains that incorporate multi-vendor SDN
Controllers.
Table 1: Comparison between the related works and the pro-
posed WIMA system
Proposal Year R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
HyperFlow [28] 2010 3 7 7 7 7

Onix [23] 2010 3 3 7 7 7

Kandoo et al. [26] 2012 3 7 7 3 7

DISCO [27] 2013 3 3 7 7 7

Huang et al. [17] 2014 3 7 7 7 7

Mantoo [18] 2015 3 7 7 3 7

OpenGUFI [19] 2015 3 7 7 7 7

IRIS-CoMan [25] 2015 3 7 7 3 7

RUNOS [20] 2015 3 7 7 7 7

OrchFlow [29] 2018 3 3 7 3 7

WIM on demand [22] 2020 3 7 7 7 7

WIMA 2020 3 3 3 3 3

It should be noted that the OrchFlow [29] is the only re-
lated work solution that supports theMANOofmulti-vendor
SDNControllers. However, the agent-based architecture de-
sign that OrchFlow follows depends on third-party technolo-
gies to orchestrate the high-level and domain-level abstrac-
tions, which then trigger each agent inside the intended do-
main accordingly. A thorough review of the literature was
conducted, and it can be confirmed that, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no other available solution capable of
providing the network operator with the minimum capabili-
ties. In light of these limitations, we are able to recommend
suggest WIMA since there is a need for a new solution with
capabilities of seamlessMANO end-to-end communications
across Cloud-Network federated multi-domains.

3. Towards WIMA Design
The architecture, concepts, and principles of WIMA are

designed to address the complex and challenging task of pro-
visioning end-to-end QoS-guaranteed network service de-
livery across Cloud-Network federated multi-domains (as
discussed in Section 1). To settle these issues, WIMA
adopts a straightforward approach that enables it to carry out
MANO features seamlessly over either homogeneous (a sin-
gle SDN Controller approach) or heterogeneous (featuring
multi-vendor SDN Controllers) domain structure inside the
federation. As a means of achieving this goal, WIMA adds a
single holistic MANO abstraction framework layer that runs
on top of the Cloud-Network federated multi-domains and
can be accessed through a common Northbound API. By
contrast with the multi-agent-based OrchFlow rival solution,

WIMA triggers each SDN Controller directly by following
an ontology-basedmapping strategy, without needing the as-
sistance of any intermediate solutions (such as in-domain
running agents). Furthermore, the role of WIMA entails
supporting a set of SDN Controller specific features, such
as the following: (i) maintaining a consistent global view of
the entire SDN topology of the Cloud-Network federation;
(ii) a feature to (re)orchestrate virtual network elements at
the run time to commit end-to-end (intra- and inter-domain)
QoS-guaranteed SDN path computing; (iii) interfacing with
SDN Controllers in their specific technologies; (iv) quickly
responding to asynchronous network events that occur in all
federated multi-domains; just to name the main features. As
a result, the SDN Controllers of each Cloud-Network feder-
ated domains become lightweight by reacting to incoming
requests by WIMA to carry out network state setup, statisti-
cal delivery, alarm system, and other features that the local
Southbound API supports.
3.1. The design of WIMA Architectural

Components
The design of the WIMA follows a modular architec-

ture consisting of fundamental components that interwork
to commit end-to-end network service delivery across the
SDN-enabled domains within the Cloud-Network federa-
tion. Figure 2 shows the modular architecture of the WIMA
proposal, and highlights its relationship with the Manage-
ment and the Cloud-Network Federation planes.

The Management Plane refers to external services and
applications running atop the network (named in Figure 2
by Management Applications), which are designed to trig-
ger WIMA through a common, well-defined, and vendor-
agnostic interface, designated as a Management Plane
Northbound API (MPNB-API). The definition of MPNB-
API is based on the RESTful technology, in which exter-
nal management applications can request WIMA to carry
out MANO functions seamlessly in the underlying Cloud-
Network federated multi-domains. The WIMA-supported
MANO functions will run in a fully abstracted manner, re-
gardless of whether each in-domain is running SDN Con-
troller Northbound API specifics (i.e., seamlessly). The list
of MPNB-API supported operations and protocol specifica-
tions is outlined below.
Global-view Topology: this consists of providing real-
time knowledge about the entire topology that configures the
Cloud-Network federation. WIMA books the topology state
knowledge in a graph-compatible format, including in-depth
information about all the federated SDN domains subject to
seamless MANO.
E2E Flow Setup: devoted to provisioning an end-to-end
QoS-guaranteed SDN path so that two or more destination
hosts located inside the same domain can be interconnected
in different domains of the Cloud-Network federation, or
even in a domain outside the federation. To achieve this, the
MPNB-API receives both source and destination addresses
and calculates the best SDN path for connecting the two
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Figure 2: Modular Architecture

hosts (or the egress router of the federation, in case there is
a host outside the federation). WIMA leverages the IC-API
to enforce flow table modifications, add measurements, and
packets control rate settings in the nodes along the computed
SDN path.

The Inter-Controller API (IC-API), in turn, plays the crit-
ical role of establishing a single point of communication be-
tween the SDN Controller nodes running in the underlying
orchestrated multi-domains of Cloud-Network federation, in
its specific Northbound API technology, and the other com-
ponents of the WIMA architecture. The IC-API is charac-
terized by its ability to access different domain-federated
SDN Controllers in a monolithic way, without the assistance
of any intermediate solutions (contrary to OrchFlow, which
needs specific agents running atop each SDN Controller, in-
side the respective domain). The IC-API design adopts an
ontology-based approach to represent the knowledge needed
for mapping different Northbound APIs to enforce an SDN
Controller to setup the intended network state, or gather-
ing statistical data, in the multi-domains. With this goal in
mind, on inferring information from the knowledge map, the
IC-API composes a matching message, fills all the respec-
tive fields with data derived from the previous message, and
sends the translated message to the targeted SDN Controller.

The IC-API formally represents knowledge maps with
detailed information about the different domain-federated
SDN Controllers, including the API specification, return
data format, message parameters, authentication methods,
controller version, and other features. The ontology reason-
ing is done by the IC-API feature-matching algorithm, which
is designed with a sequence of actions to map one North-
bound APIs into another one that a targeted SDN Controller

supports. In the general case, the IC-API feature-matching
algorithm specifies correspondences between Northbound
APIs, meaning the translation of functions that the incom-
ing Northbound API message indicates (used by an exter-
nal management application to trigger WIMA in a com-
mon way) carries into an outgoing Northbound API mes-
sage (whereby WIMA uses to invoke a domain’s SDN Con-
troller). The IC-API feature-matching algorithm must be
lightweight so that it can allow quick ontology reasoning for
a scalable computing approach. In light of this, we designed
the ontology map using OWL (OntologyWeb Language) se-
mantics. We speeded up the OWL reasoning while improv-
ing scalability by implementing the translation knowledge
through a hash map representation. Hence, the WIMA ar-
chitecture is ready to process simultaneous active tenants by
achieving low response times. Aside from this, the IC-API
ontology reasoning algorithm benefits from an absence of
incoherence since the knowledge map includes low granu-
larity for the SDN Controller approaches, along with a low
degree of API similarity.

The semantic of each request message directed to the IC-
API consists of 2 fields: the first is responsible for identify-
ing the type of request message, which can be classified as
(i) Topology, (ii) QoS, and (iii) Flow Entry. The second
field identifies the SDN controller(s) involved in the opera-
tion. During the translation of a request message to com-
municate with different SDN controllers, the IC-API em-
ploys the feature-matching algorithm by retrieving the re-
quest type identifier and the knowledge map controller iden-
tifier (SDN Controller Type #N API Mapping). Thus, it is
possible to infer the method from the knowledge map and
other parameters related to the Northbound API of the tar-
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geted in-domain SDN controller. Finally, the IC-API deliv-
ers the request message translated into the syntax that the
targeting SDN controller implements.

It should be noted that, it is necessary to consult the re-
spective API mappings to enable the IC-API to carry out the
feature-matching for different SDN controllers. Thus, in fed-
erated multi-domains entailing heterogeneous SDN control-
planes, the number of request message translations will in-
crease exponentially with the number of domains selected
during the E2E Flow Setup. However, if the multi-domains
are homogeneous in terms of SDN controllers, the trans-
lation can only be done once in a straightforward manner,
whereas translated messages are replicated (properly filled)
to each destination domain. This approach is significantly
more cost-effective in terms of computing than with multi-
domains scenarios of heterogeneous SDN control-planes.
Finally, but not least, another advantage of the ontology we
designed for integration lies in its external data representa-
tion through YAML syntax configuration files. The map-
pings and translations based on technologies’ vocabulary are
performed automatically after these YAML files have been
read, which allows updated parameters and methods of new
SDN Controllers to be added without the need to recompile
the IC-API code. This provided the IC-API with an efficient
and highly-scalable moldable approach.

Figure 3: WIMA SDN Controllers ontology map of knowledge

Two blocks, namely the Network Abstraction and the
QoS Enforcer, along with one state table, represent the fun-
damental building blocks that form the WIMA modular ar-
chitecture:
3.1.1. Network Abstraction

The Network Abstraction is the WIMA Architectural
component responsible for facilitating the complex task
of providing monolithic services and orchestrating multi-
vendor SDN Controllers within Cloud-Network federated
multi-domains. In achieving this, the Network Abstraction
undertakes critical SDN serviceMANO tasks in a single sys-
tem (e.g., global SDN path computing, flow table setup, and
resilience). On the other hand, the in-domain SDN Con-

trollers remain lightweight, by harnessing the local South-
bound API (SB-API in Figure 2) for the purpose of enforcing
resource state in the underlying domain nodes, in response to
an incoming Network Abstraction request, as well as warn-
ing WIMA about the detection of asynchronous events (e.g.,
link breaks). Furthermore, it also provides a communica-
tion interface to ensure easy access to the SDN Controllers’
functionalities. The Network Abstraction comprises three
subcomponents, namely the Global Topology Viewer, the
Flow Manager, and the Failover. These subcomponents fol-
low a flexible approach to cope with each network operator’s
particular needs, as listed below.

• Flow Manager: stands to the entry point logic of the
Network Abstraction component inside the WIMA
Architecture. The Flow Manager primarily tackles
optimal SDN path computation for incoming network
flows. This component is aware of the entire network
infrastructure of the underlying Cloud-Network feder-
ation, which spans the multiple federated domains.

• Global Topology Viewer: provides a global (holis-
tic and ubiquitous) view of the entire Cloud-Network
federated multi-domain infrastructure under the con-
trol of the WIMA MANO common framework. The
topology knowledge’s global view maintains UpTo-
Date attributes about all the SDN-enabled switches,
interconnection links, resources, and respective SDN
Controllers of the multi-domains. The Global Topol-
ogy Viewer communicates with each SDN Controller
to obtain knowledge about the underlying SDN topol-
ogy, along with the current capacities of in-domain
nodes. It is also responsible for receiving asyn-
chronous network events.

• Failover: provides resilience capabilities by seam-
lessly and automatically responding to asynchronous
network events that the SDN Controllers of the un-
derlying Cloud-Network federated multi-domains de-
liver (assisted by the Global Topology Viewer). For
instance, the Failover component seeks to quickly re-
route data flows affected by a link failure event, in
an attempt to avoid service disruptions while keeping
connectivity at its best over time.

3.1.2. QoS Enforcer
The QoS Enforcer architectural WIMA’s component is

designed to trigger different SDN Controllers, in their spe-
cific Northbound API, so that they can allocate resources
for provisioning an end-to-end QoS-guaranteed networking
service. The QoS specifications that the network operator
provides in the service description, are used by the QoS En-
forcer to configure bandwidth reservations, traffic condition-
ing, queue priority rules, and other QoS features. For in-
stance, the QoS Enforcer component orchestrates bothmeter
tables and queue features at selected on-path nodes within
the SDN domains by deploying the OpenFlow Southbound
API.
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3.2. WIMA Use Case
This section describes how WIMA operates in a Cloud-

Network federated multi-domain infrastructure for seamless
MANO by providing end-to-end communication service de-
livery. The use case assumesWIMA can allow a network op-
erator management application by requesting the lifecycle of
a new incoming flow (i.e., the flow creation and QoS queue
setup workflows) service along with a list of application-
specific requirements. Figure 4 illustrates the sequence of
workflows of the E2E Flow Setup operation and messages
exchanges between the external management application,
the WIMA interworking components, and the SDN infras-
tructure.

Figure 4 shows a network operator on-premises man-
agement application leveraging the MPNB-API to request
the installation of a new flow (i.e., E2E Flow Setup op-
eration), provided by the InsertFlow.Request message us-
ing customized parameters (Step 1). On receiving the
InsertFlow.Request message (Step 2), the Network Abstrac-
tion, derives the destination network and data-plane QoS re-
quirements by means of the flow Manager subcomponent.
Afterward, the best end-to-end SDN path computing is per-
formed, relying on the assistance of the global view topology
obtained through the Global Topology Viewer subcompo-
nent (Step 3). Following this, it invokes the IC-API by in-
forming the in-domain SDN path, along with the SDN Con-
troller type.

In order to facilitate understanding the feature-matching
algorithm, consider a selected SDN domain under ONOS
control to handle the E2E Flow Setup operations. By follow-
ing the SDN path and ONOS’ type representation, that the
Network Abstraction component computes (Step 3), the IC-
API runs the feature-matching algorithm to translate the in-
tended message syntax. In the present use case, the feature-
matching algorithm returns the command correspondences
of the ONOS controller Northbound API ’flows’ endpoint

(in Ryu is the API ’flowentry’ endpoint and ’config’ for the
OpenDaylight). Following this, the IC-API forms the new
FlowMod matching message that has been properly filled,
encapsulates it into an InsertFlow.Request, and delivers it to
the destination domain (Step 4) so that the SDN Controller
can process it accordingly. This strategy allows customized
versions of controllers to be mapped and used within the
WIMA ecosystem.

On the SDN domain side, the SDN Controller extracts
from the incoming InsertFlow.Request message all the in-
domain SDN nodes that form the SDN path (computed
by the Network Abstraction component). Assuming it is
an OpenFlow-enabled domain, the SDN Controller sends a
FlowModmessage (Step 5) towards each of the on-Path Open-
Flow switches, which will execute the modified version of
the respective state table accordingly. On completing the in-
domain SDN path creation, the SDN Controller composes
an InsertFlow.Response<Ok> message and sends it back to
WIMA (Step 6) to confirm that the corresponding request
procedure has been accomplished. Finally, WIMA propa-
gates the InsertFlow.Response<Ok> message internally until
it reaching the requesting Management Application (Steps
7-9), and thus shows that the E2E Flow Setup operation has
been completed.

4. Evaluation of Results and Contributions
This section provides a set of procedures to assess

the effectiveness and performance of the WIMA pro-
posal, a MANO framework designed to deal with multi-
vendor SDN-controllers running on Cloud-Network feder-
ated multi-domains seamlessly. WIMA provides a standard
vendor-agnostic Northbound API so that external manage-
ment applications can request end-to-end network service
delivery. With the goal of achieving accurate benchmark-
ing, we implemented the whole WIMA architecture (out-
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Cloud-Network Federated Multi-Domain

H1 H2

(a)

D#1 D#3D#2

Cloud-Network Federated Multi-Domain

H1

(b)

D#1 D#3D#2

H2

WIMA-Het /
Baseline-Het

WIMA-Hom /
Baseline-Hom

Figure 5: Layout of the Cloud-Network federated multi-domain infrastructures
featuring (a) WIMA-Het and Baseline-Het, (b) WIMA-Hom and Baseline-Hom testbed
deployments

lined in Section 3.1) and an OrchFlow-alike solution (based
on the definitions that [29] provides), which is designated
as Baseline. The choice of OrchFlow for benchmarking is
justified by the fact that it meets the most significant number
of requirements (see Table 1) with regard to the other related
works.Incidentally, there was no change to the OrchFlow so-
lution in terms of logic, fundamentals, and key concepts.

We designed a network topology to represent a federa-
tion that entails three (3) interconnected OpenFlow-enabled
SDN domains (namely D#1, D#2, and D#3). The whole
topology features a homogeneous broadband and wired net-
working capacity of 1,000 Mb/s. A domain connects its
right-hand spine switch to the left-hand spine switch of the
immediate next domain. The H1 node is connected to the
Cloud-Network federated domain D#1, and H2 node to the
Cloud-Network federated domain D#3. The whole federa-
tion infrastructure is logically virtualized into an Intel Xeon
Silver 4114 CPU 2.20GHz (16 vCPUs), 32GB RAM, and
Ubuntu Server (18.04) 64-Bit operating system, which har-
nesses the features of the Mininet2 emulator version 2.2.2.
Two (2) trials have been carried out to determine the im-
pact that both WIMA and Baseline capabilities have on dif-
ferent Cloud-Network federated scenarios. These have the
following layout: (i) On the one hand, the Heterogeneous
testbed configuration deploys a full heterogeneous SDN
control-plane, in which each domain is governed by a dif-
ferent SDN Controller vendor approach, namely Ryu (D#1),
ONOS (D#2), and OpenDaylight (D#3); (ii) the homoge-
neous testbed configuration, on the other hand, involves a ho-
mogeneous environment where all the Cloud-Network fed-
erated domains are locally subjected to the ONOSSDNCon-
trol. Figure 5 sketches the layout of the network topologies
we adopt in the experiments, which depicts the testbed set-
tings (a) for the WIMA-Het and Baseline-Het experiments,
and (b) for the WIMA-Hom and Baseline-Hom trials.

The evaluation experiments are mainly carried out(i) to
validate the WIMA architecture and determine whether it
supports the list of features that are listed in Section 3, along
with (ii) to assess the effectiveness and performance of the

2http://mininet.org

MANO functions of WIMA by seamlessly handling multi-
domain SDN control-planes. The WIMA architecture is
validated by determining the effectiveness of establishing a
set of end-to-end network flows that depart from node H1
and move towards node H2, during the course of the ex-
periment. With regard to the performance assessment of
WIMA, the evaluation methodology employed follows the
RFC 8456 [30] guidelines and recommendations. Our anal-
ysis focuses on the abstraction overhead of both WIMA and
the Baseline solutions by taking as Key Performance Indica-
tor (KPIs), the total amount of time to setup end-to-end data
flows (E2E Flow Setup Time) along with the flow activation
rates in a per-second granularity (E2E Flow Activate). Both
WIMA and the Baseline solutions are run in testbed sets with
a homogeneous and heterogeneous control-plane, where the
outcomes are compared and analyzed.

We confirmed the consistency of the outcomes and
achieved a confident interval of 95% by carrying out 100 tri-
als of the same experiment. A proof of concept was realized
by keeping track of the whole lifecycle that bothWIMA (de-
picted in Figure 4) and Baseline solutions accomplish to set
up a new flow in the “Het” and “Hom” testbed configura-
tions. The solutions are designed to operate in accordance
with the workflow set out below:

• WIMA-Hom and WIMA-Het set of experiments: (1)
Tenant to WIMA; (2) WIMA to SDN Controllers; (3)
SDN Controllers to Network Devices; (4) SDN Con-
trollers to WIMA; (5) WIMA to Tenant; and (6)H1 to
H2.

• Baseline-Hom and Baseline-Het set of experi-
ments: (1) Tenant to OrchFlow-like abstraction; (2)
OrchFlow-like abstraction to OrchFlow-like agent;
(3) OrchFlow-like agent to SDN Controllers; (4) SDN
Controllers to SDN Switches; (5) SDN Controllers
to OrchFlow-like agent; (6) OrchFlow-like agent
to OrchFlow-like abstraction; (7) OrchFlow-like
abstraction to Tenant; and (8) H1 to H2.

The settings and test characteristics for the evaluation of
the SDN-supported cloud federation environment follow pa-
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(a) 50 active Tenants (b) 100 active Tenants (c) 150 active Tenants

(d) 50 active Tenants (e) 100 active Tenants (f) 150 active Tenants
Figure 6: Variability and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of flow activation per second that WIMA-Hom, WIMA-Het,
Baseline-Hom, and Baseline-Het solutions have on a varying granularity of Tenants that generate concurrent flow connection
requests throughout the experimental time.

rameters and deployments similar to those in [31]. A stress
test was performed in the emulated testbed before the ex-
perimental runs. Our findings revealed that a granularity of
above 150 simultaneous tenants affects several failure excep-
tions. In this case, bothWIMA and the SDN controllers can-
not operate in the testbed, leading to interruptions in the ex-
periment. In light of this, the set of experiments comprises
three (3) large-scale testbeds with a granularity of 50, 100,
and 150 simultaneous Tenants running concurrent connec-
tions testings throughout the experimental time that lasts 900
seconds (i.e., 15 minutes). The WRK HTTP benchmark-
ing tool was adopted to assess the solutions in elastic con-
ditions similar to those of a real-world scenario, in contrast
with fully controlled simulation experiments that normally
adopt a static load limit and provide a predictable evalu-
ation. The WRK tool aims at keeping the number of per
second setup flow requests as high as possible until the end
of the experimental period. The purpose of WRK bench-
marking is to stress a solution by achieving higher activated
flow rates, along with the time spent on handling requests,
in a per-second granularity during the experiment. Regard-
ing benchmarking, the WRK tool provides the following list
of key statistics: total number of offered requests, total data
transfer, average latency, and standard deviation rates of con-
nection requests accomplished. Figure 6 shows the statis-
tics for the activated flow rates and respective cumulative
distribution, to assess the effectiveness of both WIMA and
the Baseline solutions in the “Hom” and “Het” testbed con-
figurations, with a varying number of simultaneous Tenant-

offered requests.
The numerical outcomes show that the performance of

WIMA-Hom and WIMA-Het to activate flows in a per-
second granularity are 170.05 and 34.62 (50 Tenants, Fig-
ure 6a), 239.56 and 34.41 (100 Tenants, Figure 6b), and
250.16 and 35.27 (150 Tenants, Figure 6c) respectively. On
the other hand, the Baseline solution was able to activate the
following for the “Hom” and “Het” testbed configurations:
28.88 and 16.39 flows per second when 50 active Tenants are
running; 28.72 and 16.72 flows per second when 100 Ten-
ants are active; and 29.03 and 16.27 in the tests with 150
active Tenants. Hence, the outcomes suggest that WIMA’s
seamless MANO approach outperforms the Baseline rival in
all the sets of the experiments, namely 83.01% (50 Tenants),
88% (100 tenants), and 88.39% (150 Tenants) activated data
flows per second for the “Hom” trials. In terms of the “Het”
trials, WIMA achieves an enhanced performance of 52.67%
(50 Tenants), 51.41% (Tenants), and 53.85% (150 Tenants)
with regard to the Baseline solution. This means that the av-
erage outperforming rates of WIMA over the Baseline rival
solution are 86.47% in the “Hom” testbed configuration and
52.67% in the “Het” experiments.

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) statistics
shown in Figures 6d, 6e, and 6f , are based on the total
number of requests/second and time response/second, and
presents WIMA solution with a higher probability of set-
ting up more flows per second than the rival Baseline so-
lution, throughout the experiments. For instance, the prob-
ability of WIMA accomplishing more than 70 flow requests
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(a) 50 simultaneous flow requests (b) 100 simultaneous flow requests (c) 150 simultaneous flow requests

(d) 50 simultaneous flow requests (e) 100 simultaneous flow requests (f) 150 simultaneous flow requests
Figure 7: Variability and CDF of the Setup Time that influence the WIMA-Hom, WIMA-Het, Baseline-Hom, and Baseline-Het
solutions when responding to 50, 100, and 150 simultaneous E2E Flow Setup requests during the experimental period.

per second is 82.99% (50 Tenants), 82.45% (100 Tenants),
and 83.32% (150 Tenants) in the “Hom” trials, whereas it is
75.41% (50 Tenants), 74.9% (100 Tenants), and 78.58% (150
Tenants) for more than 30 flow requests per second during
the “Het” trials. On the other hand, the Baseline solution
has a probability of a) 58.83%, 60.54%, and 58.34% of be-
ing able to connect an amount below 30 flow requests per
second for the Baseline-Hom trial, and b) 86.49%, 84.83%,
and 88.51% for the Baseline-Het trial to connect an amount
below 20 flow requests per second. On average, WIMA out-
performs the total number of requests/second required by the
Baseline rival solution of 86.87% (25.992 out of 197.930,33)
in the “Hom” experiments, and 52.66% (14.815,67 out of
31.294,67) for the “Het” experiments.

Furthermore, we also assessed the total amount of time
that both WIMA and Baseline solutions spend on setup data
flow requests. The flow setup time KPI is an essential pre-
requisite for an SDN Controller solutions. Figure 7 displays
boxplot graphs and cumulative distribution function statis-
tics in an attempt to estimate the agility shown by both the
WIMA and Baseline solutions to setup E2E flow requests.

The showcase numerical results of the time spending
rate in the Baseline is of 1,736 ms (50 tenants, Figure 7a),
3,477 ms (100 Tenants, Figure 7b), and 4,964 ms (150 Ten-
ants, Figure 7b) for the “Hom” testbed configuration, and
3,047 ms (50 Tenants), 5,961 ms (100 tenants), and 8,847
ms (150 Tenants) for the “Het” experiments. As a result of
the seamless MANO approach, on the other hand, WIMA’s
trials achieve optimization rates of: 81.28% (325ms, 50 Ten-

ants), 85.73% (496 ms, 100 Tenants), and 86.34% (678 ms,
150 Tenants) for the “Hom” testbed configuration. With re-
gard to the “Het” testbed configuration, the optimization rate
that WIMA achieves over the Baseline is 52.35% (1,452 ms,
50 Tenants), 51.28% (2,904 ms, 100 Tenants), and 53.85%
(4,085 ms 150 Tenants). On average, WIMA outperforms
the time taken by the Baseline rival solution of 85.27%
(499.66 ms out of 3,392.33 ms) in the “Hom” experiments,
and 52.72% (2,813.66 ms out of 5,951.66 ms) for the “Het”
experiments, which denote added remarkable performance.
WIMA achieves much greater agility than the Baseline ri-
val solution by directly invoking the SDN Controllers (in
their Northbound APIs) to enforce its intended state in the
federated multi-domains. By contrast, the Baseline solution
spends more time because its architectural design requires
for the OrchFlow abstraction to trigger each in-domain Or-
chFlow agent, which then orchestrates its respective SDN
Controller.

The CDF graphs of Figure 7d reveal that the probability
of WIMA-Hom trials requiring response times below 500
ms to setup end-to-end flows is 62.93%, whereas, in the case
of the WIMA-Het trials, it is probable that 92.10% will be
needed to spend less than 2000 ms during tests with 50 si-
multaneous tenants. In the same scenario, the Baseline-Hom
will likely 1,500 ms in 76.45% of the experimental time,
while the response time for Baseline-Het is 94.81%, which is
greater than 2000 ms in terms of the E2E Flow Setup Time
KPI. During the experimental set with 100 simultaneous ac-
tive tenants (Figure 7e), WIMA-Het spend 83.83% of the
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Table 2: Summary of the results of the assessments

Solution Simultaneous
Tenants

E2E Flow Setup
Time (avg)

E2E Flow Setup
Time (std)

Number of E2E Flow
activations per second

Total E2E
activated flows

WIMA-Hom
50 325 ms 345 ms 170.05 153,047
100 496 ms 514 ms 239.56 215,601
150 678 ms 684 ms 250.16 225,143

WIMA-Het
50 1,452 ms 379ms 34.62 31,164
100 2,904 ms 593 ms 34.41 30,974
150 4,085 ms 770 ms 35.27 31,746

Baseline-Hom
50 1,736 ms 323 ms 28.88 25,994
100 3,477 ms 452 ms 28.72 25,852
150 4,964 ms 498 ms 29.03 26,130

Baseline-Het
50 3,047 ms 642ms 16.39 14,749
100 5,961 ms 980 ms 16.72 15,050
150 8,847 ms 1,279 ms 16.27 14,648

time remaining below 3,000 ms, whereas the Baseline prob-
ably achieves 83.63% and spendsmore than 5,000ms. While
WIMA-Hom remains 75.36% of the time below 1,000ms,
the probability rate for Baseline-Hom is 85.27% for more
than 3,000 ms. Finally, in the test settings when there were
150 simultaneous active Tenants (Figure 7f), the Baseline-
Het trials had a probability rate of 92.53% for connecting
E2E Flows and spending more than 7,000 ms, whileWIMA-
Het remained at 87.98% of the experimental time staying be-
low 5,000ms. On the other hand, in the Baseline-Hom trials,
there is a probability of 82.27% that its response time will be
more than 4,500 ms, while WIMA-Hom spends 83.36% of
the time remaining below 1,500ms.
4.1. Analysis of Results

Table 2 summarizes the numerical outcomes collected
during the set of experiments for both WIMA and the Base-
line trials, as well as the statistics calculated for the E2E
flow setup time and the total number of successfully acti-
vated E2E data flows when 50, 100, and 150 simultaneous
active Tenants are running.

In our experimental evaluations, it was found that dur-
ing a time of 900 seconds, the WRK benchmarking tool
could accomplish, on average, 86.87% (around 197,930.33
in WIMA-Hom and 25,992 in Baseline-Hom) and 52.66%
(around 31,294.67 inWIMA-Het and 14,815.67 in Baseline-
Het) more flow connections with WIMA than with the
Baseline solution. Moreover, WIMA trials also had gains
of 84.34% and 52.80% in performance compared with the
Baseline experiments by allowing around 83MB and 7MB
more data to be transferred within the “Hom” and “Het”
testbed configurations, respectively, while spending signif-
icantly less time (84.45% in “Hom” testbed, and 52.49%
in the “Het” scenario) to accomplish the task. When com-
bined with CDF statistics (based on the total number of re-
quests/second and time response/sec), theWIMA showcases
had a higher probability of accomplishing flow requests per
second than Baseline, for instance, more than 70 flows per
second in 82.99% of the “Hom” testbed configuration with
50 active tenants.

With the feature-matching algorithm’s aid, WIMA-Hom
achieved best the most remarkable performance of all com-
pared solutions in the experiments. This can be explained
by WIMA’s ability to process a higher number of simulta-
neously active tenants without the need for additional ab-
straction layer instances running in multi-domains, as in the
agent-based approach of the rival Baseline solution. By
carrying out the more feasible task of mapping the North-
bound API of the matching SDN Controller only once, the
IC-API component is used to trigger the multi-domains in
a straightforward manner. Thus, our WIMA proposed solu-
tion provides strong evidence of the suitability and feasibility
of deploying a central MANO logic atop underlying Cloud-
Network federated multi-domains, as well as featuring ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous SDN Controller solutions (in
contrast with agent-based state-of-art solutions).

The remarkable performance of WIMA’s seamless
MANO features can be attributed to the Global Topology
Viewer component capabilities, that maintain a knowledge
and view of the global topology of the entire Cloud-Network
federation (with UpToDate attributes about nodes, links, re-
sources, and SDN Controllers of the multi-domains). In ad-
dition, it computes end-to-end SDN paths in the best possi-
ble way and only needs to take a single request into account
to trigger the IC-API. Moreover, the WIMA central MANO
logic is able to explore the federation domain more effi-
ciently and enforce the multi-domains of SDN Controllers
to install state in a parallel paradigm with significantly lower
time consumption.

Therefore, it can be concluded that WIMA outperforms
differs from the Baseline rival solution through the ability
by adopting an optimal approach to enable end-to-end com-
munications across Cloud-Network federatedmulti-domains
when considering either homogeneous or heterogeneous
multi-domains structures, which is desirable for the upcom-
ing 5G ecosystems.
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5. Concluding Remarks and
Recommendations for Future Work
This work introduces WIMA, which provides a modular

architecture and is designed with MANO features to con-
nect end-to-end data flows spanning Cloud-Network feder-
ated SDN multi-domains seamlessly. The WIMA approach
runs as an abstraction layer on top of federated SDN multi-
domains, and plays critical MANO role within the entire
federation, by making SDN Controllers lightweight enough
to enforce indicated state. WIMA provides a global view
topology of the entire federation, and allows access to ex-
ternal management applications through a common North-
boundAPI. By separating the functionalities into specialized
components that interwork so that it is possible to directly
deal with the SDN Controllers, WIMA designs an ontology-
based knowledge map for efficient accomplish Northbound
API translationwithout the need for intermediary supporting
agents.

We adopted a virtual Cloud-Network federation infras-
tructure to validate the list of features in theWIMA architec-
ture, and assess the seamlessMANO’s effectiveness and per-
formance of the seamless MANO with multi-vendor SDN
controllers, with regard to the most significant rival state-
of-the-art Baseline solution. The outcomes confirm that ex-
ternal management applications harness a common North-
bound API to request WIMA seamless MANO with multi-
vendor SDN controllers. Moreover, WIMA’s effectiveness
is confirmed by the fact that it is able to connect around
52.66% (in “Het”) and 86.87% (in “Hom”) more E2E data
flows than the rival Baseline solution. Moreover, a varying
number of simultaneous active Tenants (50, 100, and 150)
is set for large-scale experiments by stressing data flow con-
nections during an experimental time of 900 seconds. Fi-
nally, the same set of large-scale experiments provides proof
of WIMA’s remarkable improvement in performance com-
pared with the Baseline solution by enabling 52.72% (in
“Het”) and 85.27% (in “Hom”) more agile MANO abstrac-
tions to connect E2E data flows across the federated SDN
multi-domains, seamlessly.

An complete appraisal of the assessments provides evi-
dence of suggests the suitability and feasibility of WIMA’s
central MANO common framework since it is able to effi-
ciently enforce the network state in multi-domains of SDN
Controllers within a Cloud-Network federation and with a
significantly lower time rate. It can thus be concluded that
WIMA abilities outperform from the Baseline rival deploy-
ment through its ability to provide an optimal solution for
the upcoming 5G ecosystems., and it can be distinguished
as an alternative solution for the upcoming 5G ecosystems.

The findings obtained from the research endeavors of
this paper, including weaknesses and limitations of the pro-
posal developed in the study, indicates the following recom-
mendation areas for further work: (i) to enhance improve
the WIMA architecture by adding new capabilities to turn it
fault tolerant and avoid malfunction features to turn it into
a reliable (e.g., by improving availability and survivabil-

ity); and, (ii) to integrate the WIMA architecture into our
lab-premises LSDC platform prototype) to strengthen the
NECOS’ cloud-network slicing concept with the seamless
support of a heterogeneously-structured SDN control-plane
of federated multi-domains; and finally, (iii) to exercise the
seamless MANO features of WIMA in a real testbed for ob-
taining an accurate evaluation of running real-world appli-
cations, and pave the way to a next level ecosystem.
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